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About ITCAbout ITC

The International Trade Centre (ITC) is the 

joint technical cooperation agency of the 

United Nations Conference on Trade and 

Development (UNCTAD) and the World 

Trade Organization (WTO) for business 

aspects of trade development

****



ITCITC’’s strategic objectivess strategic objectives

• Enterprises Strengthen the international 
competitiveness of enterprises

• Trade support institutions Develop the
capacity of trade service providers to 
support businesses

• Policymakers Support policymakers in 
integrating the business sector into the
global economy



PUBLICATION

Export Quality Management

An answer book for small and medium-sized exporters
2001

� Provides SMEs with answers in simple

language to their most frequently asked

questions, inter alia, on standards, technical

regulations and conformity assessment



National Adaptation of
Export Quality Management - An answer book for 
small and medium-sized exporters

Partners having published national versions in:

Brazil Colombia

Malaysia Cuba

Argentina China

South Africa Vietnam

Ecuador Bangladesh

United Arab Emirates

Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan

PARTNER  NETWORK  APPROACHPARTNER  NETWORK  APPROACH



Export Quality Bulletin (1)Export Quality Bulletin (1)
Information Retrieval on Standards, Technical 
Regulations and Conformity Assessment (EQB 72)

���� Provides information on how 

exporters can obtain information 

on current and future technical 

requirements in export markets



Export Quality Bulletin (2)Export Quality Bulletin (2)
Manual of Model Procedures and Guidance Notes 
for the Implementation of the WTO Agreement on 
TBT (EQM 82)

���� Responding to Enquiries

���� Responding to notifications made by

other WTO Members

���� Submitting Notifications to the 

WTO Secretariat

���� Establishment and operation of a

National Consultative Committee to 

coordinate and oversee implementation 

of the TBT Agreement

���� Communication and promotion



TRAINING  MATERIALSTRAINING  MATERIALS
Improving and Maintaining Market Access 
through Standards and Conformity Assessment

Used in Conjunction with the ITC publication 
on Export Quality Management mentioned 
previously

The TBT Agreement – A Business Perspective

���� The next slide is taken from this pack and is 
on “Information Flow”
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RECENT EXAMPLES
OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE BY ITC

1/ Bangladesh: Quality Support

Programme

Main purpose:

���� Enhance the awareness and capacity of the

private sector to cope with international 
quality standards and TBT/SPS issues



RECENT EXAMPLES

OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE BY ITC

� Activities:

⇒ Customization of Export Quality Management book by 
Dhaka Chamber of Commerce and Industry

⇒⇒⇒⇒Workshops on “Improving and Maintaining Market Access 
through Standards and Conformity Assessment”

⇒⇒⇒⇒ Train-the trainer workshop on “The WTO Agreement on 
TBT:  A Business Perspective”

⇒⇒⇒⇒ Enhance the capacity of organizations in the private 
sector, working in collaboration with the TBT enquiry point, 
to obtain and disseminate information about current and 
future standards, technical regulations and conformity 
assessment procedures

⇒⇒⇒⇒ Study tour for personnel from the TBT enquiry point and 
from a private sector organization



RECENT EXAMPLES
OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE BY ITC

2/ Pakistan: Setting up the National 

Enquiry Point at PSQCA in Karachi

Main purpose:

���� Shaping the information services

to be offered by the Enquiry Point

���� Coaching and training the staff in the
use of international sources and in the
daily operation of the Enquiry Point 



RECENT EXAMPLES
OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

3/ JITAP countries (in Africa)

Joint WTO / ITC / UNCTAD missions to 
strengthen the information services of
Reference Centres and Enquiry Points

Main purpose:
���� Training into the use of information 
resources of the 3 agencies
���� Shaping the information services
to be offered by RCs and NEPs
���� Coaching and training the staff in the
daily operation of the Enquiry Point 



CONCLUSIONS: COMMON NEEDS
OF NEPs IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

• QUALITY: need to shift from “technical 
barriers” to “quality” aspects. Understand 
and learn more about  export quality

.  SOURCES: Become familiar with major 
international sources of technical and 
trade information

.  SERVICES: Reach the end-users through 
relevant information services 



WORKING TOGETHER TO ADDRESS THE  
NEEDS OF NEPs IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

AND IN ECONOMIES IN TRANSITION

Learning by doing
(rather than training)

“COACHING PROGRAMME 

ON INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

FOR THE STAFF OF

NATIONAL ENQUIRY POINTS”

Next page: 2-pager 

included in the “PRESENTATIONS” document



ITC’S PROPOSED COACHING PROGRAMME



ITC COACHING PROGRAMME
Examples of coaching sessions

• Identifying the target users of the NEP

• Preparing / submitting TBT notifications to the WTO

• Disseminating TBT notifications issued by other countries

• Finding the latest news in areas covered by the NEP

• Identifying the best international sources on technical standards

• Identifying the best sources on technical regulations

• Developing a structured list of favourite links (bookmarks)

• Developing simple databases (experts; institutions;  projects…)

• Creating a web catalogue of publications

• Organizing and managing a cyberspace for visitors

• Preparing answers to Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)



ITC COACHING PROGRAMME
Examples of sessions

• Organizing the enquiry -reply / designing an enquiry form

• Quickly assembling a periodical information bulletin

• Designing the contents of the NEP’s webpages

• Using networks to achieve concrete outputs

• Using Web 2.0 applications for sharing information 

• Devising a scheme for promoting the services of the NEP 

• Identifying what can make the NEP sustainable over time

• Generating revenue for the NEP

• Monitoring and measuring the progress & impact of the NEP

• Etc. 



ITC COACHING PROGRAMME

• Limitations and needs of the National Enquiry Point identified

• Typical information queries identified / typical answers drafted
(FAQs)

• Daily work routines recommended and tools created, such as 
checklists, forms (e.g. enquiry forms), bookmark of favourite links

• Cyberspace and library corner well organized 

• Work processes reviewed, streamlined and improved 

• Dissemination modalities analyzed, selected, and launched

• Prototypes of bulletins launched; contents of web pages designed

• Networks relevant to the NEP- and their respective benefits -
identified

• Concrete networking objectives, tasks, and outputs clearly spelt out

• Best practices in information management shared with others

• Operational Plan designed and periodically updated

• Performance criteria identified and periodically measured

• Enhanced capacity of NEP to cope with the information demand

• Income generating activities explored and recommended

• NEP felt more "indispensable" by host organization and end-users 

• Needs analysis and 
follow-up

• Operation of the NEP

• Dissemination 

• Networking  

• Monitoring 

• Sustainability 

• Expected outcome• Coaching Areas 



Thank you

for your attention

http://www.intracen.org

http://www.intracen.org/eqm

http://www.intracen.org/tis


